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We present the preliminary results of measurements of single spin asymmetries, AL for W± boson7

production in longitudinally polarized p+p collisions at
√
s = 510 GeV and measurements of cross8

section ratio, σW+/σW− , for W+,W− boson production in p+p collisions at
√
s = 500 and 5109

GeV. The asymmetry measurements are based on 246.2 pb−1 of data taken in the RHIC 2013 run10

and the cross section ratio measurements are based on 102 pb−1 of data taken during RHIC 201111

and 2012 runs by the STAR experiment. The both results are shown as a function of the decay12

lepton pseudorapidity, ηe in the mid rapidity region (|ηe| < 1). At these kinematics, W± single13

spin asymmetries provides a theoretically clean probe of the proton’s polarized quark and antiquark14

distributions and the W cross section ratio measurements provide sensitivity to unpolarized sea quark15

distributions at the scale of the W mass. The asymmetry results are consistent with the recently16

published STAR AW±
L results based on data collected during RHIC 2011 and 2012 runs which17

showed a preference for a sizable, positive up antiquark polarization in the range 0.05 < x < 0.2.18

The new preliminary results can be considered as the most precise results of AW±
L in the world to19

the date, with uncertainty reduced by 40% in comparison to the published results. Both asymmetry20

results and cross section ratio results agree with theoretical predictions, constrained by polarized21

DIS and recent unpolarized parton distribution functions respectively.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

There has been steady progress over the past few24

decades in terms of understanding the spin structure of25

the nucleon, one of the fundamental questions in nuclear26

physics. In the 1980s, the spin of the proton was naively27

explained [1] by the alignment of spins of the valence28

quarks. However, in our current understanding [2] , the29

valence quarks, sea quarks, gluons and their possible or-30

bital angular momentum are all expected to contribute31

to the overall spin of the proton. Despite this significant32

progress, our understanding of the individual polariza-33

tions of quarks and antiquarks is not yet complete.34

According to the spin sum rule introduced by Jaffe and35

Monahar [3] in 1990, the spin of the proton can be written36

in terms of its contributions from the intrinsic quark and37

antiquark polarizations, intrinsic gluon polarization and38

their possible orbital angular momentum. Polarized in-39

clusive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments were40

able to strongly constrain the total quark contribution to41

the proton spin [4]. However, DIS experiments were not42

sensitive to the flavor separated individual quark spin43

contributions. These were then measured by polarized44

semi inclusive DIS experiments (SIDIS), where a certain45

hadron is tag in the final state. The helicity-dependent46

parton distribution functions (PDF) [4] are extracted47

from global analysis using the world data of both DIS and48

SIDIS. Relatively large uncertainties were observed in the49

polarized antiquark PDFs in comparisons to quark PDFs50

mainly due to the large uncertainties found in the frag-51

mentation functions [13] which were used in the global52

analysis for SIDIS data. Over the years however, pro-53

gressively more precise polarized SIDIS data, covering an54

enhanced kinematic range has become available [5][6][7].55

Moreover the knowledge of the fragmentation process of56

SIDIS has increased, leading to extraction of rather pre-57

cise fragmentation functions [8]. Furthermore, the global58

fitting tools used in various global analysis has improved59

over the years. Despite this significant progress in the60

experiments and global analysis, the current knowledge61

of antiquark helicity PDFs from DIS and SIDIS data are62

still less precise in comparison to the valence sector [21].63

The production of W± bosons in longitudinally po-64

larized p + p collisions at RHIC provides an unique and65

powerful tool to probe the individual helicity PDFs of66

light quarks and anti quarks in the proton at much larger67

Q2 scale (∼ 6400 GeV 2) set by the W mass. Due to68

the maximal parity violating nature of the weak interac-69

tion, W−(+) bosons couple to the left handed quarks and70

right-handed anti quarks and hence offer direct probes71

of their respective helicity distributions in the nucleon.72

These distributions can be extracted by measuring the73

parity violating AL, as a function of the decay electron74

(positron) pseudo rapidity, ηe. The longitudinal single-75

spin asymmetry is defined as AL = (σ+−σ−)/(σ+ +σ−),76

where σ+(−) is the cross section when the helicity of the77

polarized proton beam is positive (negative). At leading78

order, W+ AL is directly related to polarized anti d and79

u quark distributions (∆d̄, ∆u) while W− AL is directly80

related to polarized anti u and d quark distributions (∆ū,81

∆d) [14].82

Considering the SU(3) flavor symmetry, since the mass83

difference of up and down quarks is small, the simple per-84

turbative picture expected to produce nearly equal num-85
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bers of up and down quark-antiquark pairs in the nucleon86

sea from gluon splitting. However in 1970’s the first in-87
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FIG. 1. Candidate Ee
T distribution from the data after various89

selection cuts.9091

92

dication of up-down asymmetric sea came through early93

SLAC data suggesting the violation of Gottfried Sum94

Rule (GSR) [9]. Later on more concrete evidence sup-95

ported the up-down asymmetric sea with surprising re-96

sults from FNAL E866 Drell-Yan (DY) Experiment [11].97

The E866 data clearly showed that d̄ 6= ū, suggesting98

a non perturbative origin of the nucleon sea. However,99

theoretical calculation failed to explain the d̄/ū behav-100

ior at higher Bjorken-x values [10]. Moreover, the most101

recent preliminary results of SeaQuest E906 [12] exper-102

iment where DY measurements have extended to larger103

x values deviates from E866 results at higher x values.104

This particular x-region where the two DY results dis-105

agrees (FNAL E866 and SeaQuest E906) and the steady106

increasing behavior of d̄/ū changes is highly sensitive to107

the RHIC kinematic range where W cross section ratio108

measurement provides an important and completely in-109

dependent cross check of up-down flavor asymmetry of110

the sea at much larger Q2 values than the DY measure-111

ments.112

This paper is organized as follows: section II provides113

a brief overview of the experimental aspects focusing on114

the use of various detector elements at STAR in terms of115

reconstructing and extracting W signal spectra from the116

data set. This section also explains the estimation and117

subtraction of the background from the W signal spectra.118

In section III we discuss the calculation of the W single119

spin asymmetry and W cross section ratio and present120

the preliminary results comparing to several theoretical121

calculations. Finally the last section provides a summary122

and outlook.123

II. ANALYSIS124

The data analyzed here for W AL, is the data collected125

by the STAR experiment in RHIC 2013 running of lon-126

gitudinally polarized p + p collisions at
√
s = 510 GeV.127

The total integrated luminosity of the data is 246.2 pb−1,128

with an average beam polarization of 54%. The data129

used for the W cross section analysis is the combination130

of data collected by the STAR experiment in RHIC 2011131

and 2012 running of polarized p + p collisions at
√
s =132

500 and 510 GeV with a total integrated luminosity of133

25 pb−1 and 77 pb−1 respectively. For both analyses,134

the data are selected online using the same high energy135

trigger requirement and follows a similar procedure for136

reconstruction, extraction of the W signal, and estima-137

tion and subtraction of backgrounds. An additional step138

of correction for W detection efficiencies is involved for139

cross section analysis.140

The STAR experiment [16] is well equipped to mea-141

sure AL for W± boson production within a pseudora-142

pidity range of |η| < 1. W± bosons are detected via143

their W± → e±ν decay channels. A subsystem of the144

STAR detector, the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is145

used to measure the transverse momentum (pT ) of de-146

cay electrons and positrons and to separate their charge147

sign. Two other subsystems, Barrel and Endcap Elec-148

tromagnetic Calorimeters (BEMC, EEMC) are used to149

measure the energy of decay leptons. A well developed150

algorithm [15] is used to identify and reconstruct W±
151

candidate events and reducing QCD type background152

events. In this algorithm, various cuts are applied at153

each level of the selection process based on the kinematics154

and topological differences between the electroweak pro-155

cess of interest and QCD processes. For example, tracks156
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FIG. 2. Signed pT -balance vs Ee
T for data (a) and W → eν158

MC (b).159
160

161

associated with W± candidate events can be identified162

as isolated tracks in the TPC that point to an isolated163

EMC cluster in the calorimeter, where as for QCD type164

events have several TPC tracks point to several EMC165

clusters. In contrast to QCD background events, large166

missing transverse energy opposite in φ can be observed167
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in W± → e±ν candidate events, due to undetected neu-168

trinos in the final state. This leads to a large imbalance in169

the vector pT sum of all reconstructed final-state objects170

in W candidate events, which is expressed as ~p balance
T171

in equation 1. Here the jet transverse momentum, ~p jets
T172

is determined using the anti-kT algorithm [14], by recon-173

structing the pT from all reconstructed jets outside a cone174

of radius of 0.7 in η − φ space which is centered around175

the candidate lepton. The ~p e
T is the pT of the candidate176

lepton. A strong correlation is observed between ET and177

the scalar quantity, signed pT balance, which is defined178

in equation 2. This can be seen clearly in Figure 2 (b)179

which shows the MC results simulating W± → eν de-180

cays.181

After initially requiring reconstructed TPC tracks to182

have pT > 10 GeV, candidate tracks are matched to a183

2× 2 EMC cluster with transverse energy ET > 12 GeV.184

W candidate events are then isolated using the large op-185

posite missing energy requirement. This is done by re-186

quiring that the ET fraction of the 2×2/4×4 tower clus-187

ters is larger than 95%. The final requirement, which is188

based on the large imbalance in the vector pT sum men-189

tioned above, is signed-pT balance to be greater than190

14 GeV, which is indicated by the red line in Figure 2191

(a). After all the selection cuts have been applied, the192

characteristic Jacobean peak in the ET distribution for193

mid-rapidity W± candidate events can be observed near194

half of the W± mass, as shown in Figure 1.195

~p balance
T = ~p e

T +
∑

∆R>0.7

~p jets
T (1)

196

signed pT balance =
(~p e
T ).~p balance

T

|~p e
T |

(2)

W± candidates were charge separated based on e±197

track curvature measured in the TPC. The Charge sepa-198

rated W± yields from the 2013 data sets as a function of199

EeT are shown in Figure 3 for different η bins, along with200

the estimated residual background contributions from201

W± → τ±ντ , Z/γ∗ → e+e− electroweak processes and202

QCD processes. Relatively small electroweak background203

contributions are estimated from Monte-Carlo (MC) sim-204

ulation, with PYTHIA 6.422 [17] generated events pass-205

ing through the STAR GEANT[18] model and embed-206

ded in to STAR zero-bias triggered events. The selec-207

tion process of W candidate event described above is de-208

signed to remove significant amount of QCD type back-209

ground events. However a certain amount of QCD back-210

ground will still present in the signal region. This con-211

tribution originates primarily from events which satisfy212

candidate W± isolation cuts but contain jets fragments213

which escape the detection outside the STAR acceptance.214

Two procedures referred as “Second EEMC” and “Data-215

driven QCD” [19], are used to estimated the background216

EeT (GeV) EeT (GeV)

FIG. 3. Ee
T distribution of W− (top) and W+ (bottom) can-

didate events (black), various background contributions and
sum of backgrounds and W → eν MC signal (red-dashed).

associated with the acceptance ranges −2 < η < −1.09217

and |η| > 2 respectively. Second EEMC refers to the218

e± candidate background event that satisfy W isolation219

requirement which has an opposite-side jet fragment in220

the range −2 < η < −1.09, where a fictitious Endcap221

Electromagnetic calorimeter is present. Therefore this222

opposite-jet fragment will escape the detection leading223

the event to satisfy W candidate requirements. The mag-224

nitude of this background contribution was estimated by225

repeating the W signal selection process, but with the226

real EEMC towers excluded from the isolation ratio, and227

from the reconstruction of jets summed in the ~p balance
T228
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vector, and taking the difference in the EeT distributions.229

The Data-driven QCD refers to the QCD background230

process that satisfy W candidate selection criteria due to231

a jet fragments in such a way that it satisfies the isolated232

W± candidate requirements, while all other jets escape233

detection outside the η < |2| acceptance. This compo-234

nent of the background was estimated by determining a235

data-driven QCD background distribution as a function236

of EeT .237

III. RESULTS238

The W± single-spin asymmetries are calculated using239

the formula as shown in equation 3.240

AL =
1

β

2

P1 + P2

R++N++ −R−−N−−

ΣRiNi
− α

β
(3)

 η lepton  
2− 1− 0 1 2

1−

0.5−

0

0.5

= 2% error2χ/2χ∆DSSV08 L0 

ν + ± e→ ± W→+p p
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241

FIG. 4. Longitudinal single-spin asymmetries for W± produc-242

tion as a function of lepton pseudorapidity, ηe in comparison243

to theory predictions244

Here, Ni is the reconstructed W yields in each spin245

configuration corresponds to ++,+−,−+and−− of the246

two collided proton beams, Ri is the relative luminos-247

ity of each spin state, P1 and P2 are beam polarizations248

values of each beam, and α and β are polarized and un-249

polarized background corrections respectively, which are250

calculated independently for W+ and W−. The STAR251

2012 published W± single-spin asymmetry results (open252

and closed black square) measured for e± are shown in253

Figure 4 along with recently released STAR 2013 prelim-254

inary results (open and closed red circle) as the func-255

tion of decay e± pseudorapidity, ηe in comparison to256

theoretical predictions based on DSSV08 [20] and LSS10257

[21] helicity-dependent PDF sets, using both CHE (next-258

to-leading order) [14] and RHICBOS (fully resummed)259

frameworks [22]. The new 2013 preliminary results con-260

sist with published 2012 results which measured larger261

AW
−

L than the central value of the theoretical predic-262

tions. The enhancement at large negative ηe, in particu-263

lar is sensitive to the polarized anti u quark distribution,264

∆ū. AW
+

L is negative as expected and consistent with265

theoretical predictions. The total uncertainties in both266

results are completely statistical driven while systematic267

uncertainties are well under control. The systematic of268

new 2013 results are on the same order of published 2012269

results despite significant enhancement in luminosity in270

RHIC 2013 running in comparison to previous years. The271

uncertainty of new 2013 preliminary results is reduced by272

40% in comparison to published results making new re-273

sults as the most precise measurement in the world to274

the date. The STAR 2012 preliminary AW
±

L results [4]275

are included in the DSSV++ global analysis [23] from276

the DSSV group and recent NNPDF [24] global analysis.277

Both analyses show that the STAR W AL results pro-278

vide a significant constraint on ∆ū and ∆d̄ quark polar-279

izations. We expect new STAR 2013 preliminary results280

to further constrain anti u (∆ū) and anti d (∆d̄) quark281

polarizations.282

The charged W cross section ratio can be measured283

experimentally as284

σW+

σW−
=
N+
i −N

+
B

N−
i −N

−
B

ε−

ε+
(4)

where ± corresponds to positively or negatively charged285

lepton, Ni are reconstructed W± yields from decay e±,286

NB are estimated background yields and ε is the effi-287

ciency at which W events are detected. The detection ef-288

ficiencies which account for all cut and detector efficien-289

cies are calculated using Monte Carlo based on Pythia290

6.4.22 and GEANT simulations. However there was only291

a small (∼ 1−2%) charge dependence measured between292

theW+ andW− efficiencies leading to a negligible contri-293

bution to the charged W cross section ratio. Figure 5(6)294

shows the charged W cross section ratio for the com-295

bined 2011 and 2012 runs, computed using equation 4 as296

a function of the electron pseudo-rapidity ηe (W boson297

rapidity, yW ). More information on how the W boson298

kinematics were reconstructed can be found in [29].299300

The error bar on the data points represents the sta-301

tistical uncertainty, while the shaded boxes correspond302

to the systematic uncertainty. The yellow band and col-303

ored curves serve as a comparison to different PDF sets304

[25][26] and theory frame works [27][28]. The systematic305
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FIG. 5. W+/W− cross section ratio as a function of electron
pseudo-rapidity.

FIG. 6. W+/W− cross section ratio as a function of W boson
rapidity

uncertainties for the charged W cross section ratios as a306

function of ηe are well under control and are dominated307

by the statistical precision similar to the asymmetry anal-308

ysis. Further studies into the newly established W boson309

reconstruction process[29] should reduce the systematic310

uncertainties on the W± cross-section ratio dependence311

on the boson kinematics.312

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK313

We present the STAR 2013 preliminary results of mea-314

surements of single spin asymmetries for W± boson pro-315

duction in longitudinally polarized p+p collisions and316

STAR 2011+2012 W cross section ratio W+/W−, at317 √
s = 510 GeV. The new 2013 AW

−

L results are consis-318

tent with STAR published 2012AW
−

L results, further con-319

firming the measured large W− asymmetry compared to320

the theoretical prediction indicating a large anti u quark321

polarization. Furthermore, the uncertainty of new 2013322

results is reduced by 40% in comparison to published re-323

sults making the STAR 2013 preliminary results the most324

precise measurements of AW
−

L in the world up to date.325

The uncertainties are purely statistical driven while sys-326

tematics are well under control. With the reduced uncer-327

tainty, we expect our new results to further constrain the328

antiquark helicity distribution functions. Analysis is on-329

going to measure the asymmetry in the forward rapidity330

region from 1 < η < 1.4 using STAR EEMC subsystem331

and further extend using STAR Forward Gem Tracker332

(FGT) which covers the acceptance between 1 < η < 2.333

This enhances the sensitivity to ū and d̄ quark polar-334

izations. We expect to include these measurements in335

the publication from STAR 2013 data. STAR has also336

measured and presented charged W cross section ratios337

from combined 2011 and 2012 proton-proton STAR data338

at
√
s = 500 and 510 GeV. The inclusion of this data339

into global PDF analysis should help constrain the sea340

quark distributions and provide additional insight into341

the d̄/ū ratio at relatively higher Bjorken-x values where342

the behavior of d̄/ū is not clearly understand yet.343
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